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FROM
CONSTITUTIONBUILDERS
TO
RADICAL DEMOCRATS
Neo-Harringtonians
in
Eighteenth-Century
America and France
Rachel Hammersley

Je suis hienpersuade que dans ksEtats-Unis, tous ceux qui
lisent, se sontpenetres des principes lumineux et energiques
du cetebre [fames HarringfonJ
Jean-Jacques
Rutkdge
789 was a momentous year on both sides of the Atlantic. In
America it marked the effective end of the Revolution with the
implementation of the constitution, drawn up two years earlier, and
the inauguration of George Washington as first president of the
United States. In the days and weeks immediately following
Washington's inauguration, the revolutionary baton was passed to
the French. The Estates-General opened on May 5 for the first
time since 1614. Just over a month later, members of the third

/
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estate, joined by some representatives from the other two estates,
adopted the tide "National Assembly" and voted not to disband
until a new constitution had been established. And on July 14 a
crowd of Parisians stormed the Bastille, enacting the first popular
jourme of the Revolution, and providing the French with their own
national day to rival July 4.
. The connections and parallels between the two Revolutions,
and the republics they ushered in, were not lost on contemporaries.
In his Esquisse, Condorcet explained:
The American Revolution soon had to extend to Europe.
And if there was a people among whom the writings and
principles of the Americans were more widely diffused
than elsewhere, was this people not destined to give the
first impulse to the revolution which the friends of
humanity expected with such hope and impatience?^
Similarly, in 1795 in a speech to the National Convention, Fran9oisAntoine Boissy d'Anglas described America as "our elder on the
path of liberty."^ One hundred years later the parallels still seemed
meaningful. In the 1870s the Frenchman, Frederic-Auguste Bartholdi, was commissioned to design a sculpture to commemorate
the centenary of the American Declaration of Independence.
Though not completed until the mid-1880s, "Liberty Enlightening
the World" was eventually presented to the Americans in recogni
tion of the fraternity that existed between the two revolutionary
peoples.^ In reply the Americans had a replica monument made,
which they presented to the French to commemorate the centenary
of the French Revolution.'' More recently, historians have examined
the similarities and connections—from the late R. R. Palmer's

' Quoted in Z. Haraszti, ]ohn Adams and the Prophets of Progress (New York, 1952,1964),
255
^ Quoted in A. Jainchill, "The Constitution of the Year III and the Persistence of
Classical
French Historical Studies2C> (2003): 411.
' In fact it did not arrive in New York until June, 1885 and was only formally dedicated
on 28 October 1886.
This replica, which stands on the allee des g/gnesin the Seine in Paris, was inaugiuated on
15 November 1889. Though it was initially positioned to face the Eiffel Tower it was
moved (under pressure from Bartholdi himself) for the Exposition Universelle and now
faces its counterpart in New York.
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influential epithet "the age of the democratic revolution" to the title
of Patrice Higonnet's book Sister Republics}
It is perhaps in the realm of ideas that connections and
parallels can most profitably be drawn. On a superficial level they
are obvious. On both sides of the Atlantic constitutionalism
flourished and thelanguages of rights and popular sovereignty were
continually invoked. Yet a deeper understanding has been hindered
by the tendency of historians of both revolutions to give too much
credence to the linguistic divide that separated them. This is
particularly true in relation to the language of republicanism.
Since the mid-1960s an enormous amount of research has
been undertaken on the republicanism of the American founding
fathers and, in particular, on the extent of their borrowing from
English sources. The origins of English republicanism are to be
fotind in the mid-seventeenth century, in the midst of England's
own revolutionary moment. However, republican ideas outlived the
English republic and went on to exercise a not inconsiderable
influence on opposition ideology throughout the eighteenth
century.^ In his seminal analysis of the pamphlets of the American
Revolution, Bernard Bailyn suggested that these English ideas
played a significant role in inspiring and shaping the noinds of the
revolutionary generation in America.^ Bailyn's theorywas picked up
by others, not least J. G. A. Pocock, who developed the notion of
a long-running tradition of republican (or civic-humanist) thought
stretching from ancient Greece and Rome, via Renaissance Italy
and seventeenth-century England, to eighteenth-century Britain and
North America.® The emphasis by Bailyn, Pocock, and others on
' R. R. Palmer, The Agf oftheDmocralicKcvolutioKA.I'oliticalllistory ofEur(^e and America,
1760-1800,2 vols. (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1959-64); P. Higonnet, Sister
T,tpHhUcs: The Oriffns ofFrench andAmerican Republicanism (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1988).
C. A. Robbins, The Eighteenth-Centmy Commonweabhman: Studies in the Transmission,
the War with the Thirteen Colonies (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1959; repr.
Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 2004).
' Bernard Bailyn, The Ideolo^cal Origins of the American Kevolution (Cambridge: Belknap
Press, 1967,1992). See also B. Bailyn, "Political Experience and Enlightenment Ideas in
Eighteenth-Century America," American Historical Reriew 67 (1961-62):339-51. For a
response to Bailyn's position, see J. P. Greene, "Political Mimesis: A Consideration of
the Historical and Cultural Roots of Legislative Behavior in the British Colonies in the
Eighteenth Centaiy," American HistoricalReriewlS (1969): 337-60, and see the exchange
between Bailyn and Greene, 361-67.
' J. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political Thought and the Atlantic
PjepubUcan Tradition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1975). See also G. S. Wood,
The Creation ofthe American Rtpublic, 1776—1787 (Chapel Hill:University of North Carolina
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the republican, as opposed to the liberal, origins of the American
Revolution inaugurated an immense debate among historians that
is still running today.®
The suggestion that English republican ideas influenced the
French Revolution is even more contentious. There has been a
tendency among historians of France to understand that event in
purely francophone terms. Consequently, when emphasis began to
be placed on the language and ideology of the Revolution, in the
1970s and 1980s, it was the political thought of such thinkers as
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, the abbe Mably, and the abbe Sieyes that
was emphasized rather than that of John Milton and Algernon
Sidney.^® While the importance of the ideas of these francophone
thinkers certainly should not be downplayed, historians of France
have at last begun to acknowledge the connections between French
revolutionary republicanism and the broader republican tradition,
and even to recognize the possibility that certain Enlightenment
and revolutionary thinkers were interested in, and inspired by,
English republican ideas."
Press, 1969). For a critique of Pocock's scheme, and a different perspective, see P. A.
Rahe, ^^ubSaAncientandModern (Chapel Hill: University of NorthCarolina Press,1992).
It should he noted that Bailyn did not actually use the term "republican," that label was
only applied by others such as Wood and Pocock. For a general overview of the
historiography of the American Revolution see R. E. Shalhope, "Towards a Republican
Synthesis: The Emergence of an Understanding of Republicanism in American
Historiography," WilBam and Maty Quarterif (1972): 49-77; R. E. Shalhope,
"Republicanism and EarlyAmerican Historiography," Wildam andMatyQnarierlf (1982):
334-56; D. T. Rogers, "Republicanism: The Career of a Concept," 7o»r»a/ of American
Histoiy 79 (1992); 11-38; A. Gibson, "Ancients, Moderns and Americans: The
Republicanism-Liberalism Debate Revisited," Histoiy of PoMcai Thought 21 (2000):
261-307.
See, for example, F. Furet, Interpreting the French Revolution, translated by E. Forster
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1981) and K. M. Baker, Inventing the French
Revolution: Essays on trench PoBticalCulture in the EighteenthCentury (Cambridge:Cambridge
University Press, 1990).
" See in particular, O. Lutaud, "Des tevoludons d'Angleterre a la Revolution Fran^aise:
L'exemple de la liberte de presse ou comment Milton "ouvtit" les Etats-generaux,"
CoUoque Internationale sur la Pfvolution Franymse (Clermont Ferrand, 1986): 115-25; O.
Lutaud, "Emprunts dela RevolutionFran^aise a la Premiwe Revolution Anglaise," Pjvue
dHistoire Modeme et Contempormru 37 (1990): 586-607; A. Thomson, "La Reference a
I'Angleterre dans le Debar Autour de la Republique," in M. Vovelle, ed., PJvolution et
Rtpubtique: lExcption Franyaise (Paris: Kim^ 1994), 133-44; J. K. ^a^t, A Classical
PepubBcan in Eighteenth-Centmy France: The PoBtical Thought of Mably (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1997); K. M. Baker, "Transformations of Classical Republicanism in
Eighteenth-Century France," journal of Modem Histoiy 73 (2001):32-53; R. Monnier,
'"Democratie Representative' ou "Republique Democratique': De la Querelle des Mots
(Republique) a la Querelle des Anciens et des Modernes," Annales historiques de la
Revobetion franyaise (2001)3:1-21;J. K. Wright, "The Idea of a Republican Constitution
in Old Regime France," in M.Van Gelderen and Q. Skinner, eds., PepubBcanism:AShared
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Despite these positive developments, Htde attempt has yet
been made to compare the uses of English republican ideas in
America with the ways in which those same ideas were applied in
France. This article is aimed at starting to redress the balance, by
considering the influence of the ideas of one seventeenth-century
English republican, James Harrington, on both an American
revolutionary, John Adams, and a French revolutionary, JeanJacques Rutledge. Although it is by no means the whole story, a
comparison of the Harringtonian ideas drawn upon and developed
by Adams and Rutledge will tell us something about the fate of
English republican ideas in America and France.

^ James Harrington ^
James Harrington was born in 1611, at Upton in Northampton
shire.'^ In some ways he makes for a curious republican hero, given
his lack of involvement during the first civil war (1642-46) and his
close association with, and apparent fondness for, the captive
Charles I. Yet Harrington's major work The Commonwealth of Oceana
set out both the political theory behind, and a potential blueprint
for, an English republic." The work was dedicated to Oliver
Cromwell, but in reality it constituted a scathing critique of the
Cromwellian republic and offered an alternative to it."

TE-unpean Heritage. I: 'RtptAUcamsm and CausHUftionaBsmin Early Modem Eunpe (Cambiidge:
Cambridge University Press, 2002), 289-306; M. Sonenscher, "Republicanism, State
Finances and the Emergence of Commercial Society in Eighteenth-Century France—or
From Royal to Ancient Republicanism and Back," in Van Gelderen and Skinner, eds.,
Republicanism: A Shared European Heritage. 11: The Vdhies ofRepubdcanism in Early Modem
Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 275-92; R, Monnier,
"Republicanisme et Revolution Fran^aise," French Historical Studies 26 (2003): 87-118;
Jainchill, "Constitution," 399-435; Rachel Hammersley, "English Republicanism in
Revolutionary France: The Case of the CordeUers Club,"/a»r»a/ of British Studies XLIII
(2004): 464-81;R. Hammersley,French Revolutionaries andEngUsh Republicans:The Cordeliers
Club, 1790-1794 (Woodbridge: Royal Historical Society for Boydell and Brewer, 2005).
" On Harrington, see The Political Works of James Harrington, ed. J. G. A. Pocodc
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1977), 1-152; B. Worden, "James Harrington
and The Commonwealth of Oceana, 1656"; "Harrington's Oceana: Origins and Afternuth,
1651-1660"; and "Republicanism and the Restoration, 1660-1683," in D. Wootton, ed..
Republicanism, Liberty, and Commercial Society, 1649-1776 (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1994), 45-193.
" J. Harrington, The Commonwealth of Oceana and A System of Politics, ed. J. G. A. Pocock
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,1992).
'•* Worden, "Harrington's Oceana," 124.
•
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Harrington began his work by drawing a contrast between
ancient and modern prudence. The former, described by him as the
rule of laws, had been in operation until the fall of the Roman
Republic. The latter, the rule of men, had been dominant in Europe
since the time of the Roman Empire. Harrington's aim was to urge
a return to ancient prudence in the modern world. Drawing on his
belief that political power follows the balance of property, Harring
ton argued that the ownership of land in England had recently
shifted from the few to the many. He thus suggested that England
was ripe for popular government. Harrington's commonwealth was
constructed on the basis of a deep knowledge of the republics that
had existed—both past and present—but in his search for durabil
ity he showed particular interest in the Venetian constitution,
adopting a number of features from it. The republic he devised was
a mixed system incorporating a role for the one (in the person of
the protector), the few (in the senate), and the many (in the popular
assembly); and it was based on two fundamental laws: an agrarian
law (that would maintain the necessary balance of property) and a
complex ballot system—^based on that which existed in Venice.
Harrington spent the rest of his life, after the publication of
Oceana, responding to his critics and reiterating the ideas set out in
that work. Following the restoration of Charles II, Harrington was
arrested, ostensibly for his involvement in a plot against the new
regime, on 28 December 1661. He was released the following year,
having undergone some kind of mental and physical collapse. He
never fuUy recovered from his incarceration and died in Westmin
ster in 1677.
Twenty-five years after his death, John Toland produced an
edition of Harrington's political works, which he published
alongside those of Milton, Ludlow, and Sidney. It was Toland,
through these publications, who was largely responsible for creating
the notion of an English republican tradition.^^ That tradition was
perpetuated during the eighteenth century thanks to the re-editions
of seventeenth-century texts and the production of commonwealth
works, such as The Independent Whig and Cato's Letters, which drew
heavily on those texts, reiterating and developing the ideas con
tained within them. As well as influencing several generations of
" E. Ludlow,.^4 Voycejhmthe Watch ToaerPart V: 1660-1662, ed. R Worden (London:
Royal Historical Society, 1978), 1-80; B. Worden, "Whig History and Puritan Politics:
The Memoirs of Edmund Ludlow Revisited," Historical Pesearch 75 (2002): 209-37; J.
Champion, PtpubUcan Leaning: John Toland and the Crisis of Christian Culture, 1696-1722
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2003), especially 93-115.
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commonwealthmen in Britain, this English republican tradition also
proved influential across the Atlantic in America.

^ John Adams ^
John Adams was born in Braintree, Massachusetts on 19 October
1735, and died, rather appropriately, on 4 July 1826—the fiftieth
anniversary of the signing of Ae Declaration of Independence and
the same day as his friend and rival Thomas Jefferson. In the ideas
displayed in his works, and in the sources to which he referred,
Adams appears to fit Bailyn's account of the mindset of the
American revolutionary generation."^ Though he drew on a range
of sources, Adams displayed a particular interest in the events and
writings of mid-seventeenth-century England. In one of his earliest
v^<yd&&,A.T)issertation on the Canon andFeudalhaw,he presented those
events as one climax in the broader struggle against civil and
ecclesiastical tyranny, and he went on to suggest the two-fold
significance of that period in English history for eighteenth-century
Americans.'^ First, he presented it as a key moment of emigration,
implying that the colonists established societies and governments
in America in direct response to what they had seen at home.
Secondly, he suggested a parallel between the English Revolution
of 1640-60 and the situation in America in the mid-1760s.
The encroachments upon liberty, in the reigns of the first
James and the first Charles, by turning the general
attention of learned men to government, are said to have
produced the greatest number of consummate statesmen
which has ever been seen in any age, or nation. Your
Clarendons, Southamptons, Seldens, Hampdens, Faulklands, Sidneys, Locks, Harringtons, are aU said to have
owed their eminence in political knowledge, to the
tyrannies of those reigns. The prospect, now before us,
in America, ought in the same manner to engage the
attention of every man of learning, to matters of power

" In focusing on Adams's political thought I have made particular use of the following
works:
John Adams-,]. R.,Howe Jr., The ChanffngToHticalThought of John Adams
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1966); Wood, Creation, 567-92; and J. J. Ellis,
Passionate Sage: The Character and hega^ ofJohn Adams (New York: W W. Norton, 1993).
" Pt^ers ofJohn Adams, ed. R.J. Taylor (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1977-) 1,113ff.
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and of right, that we may be neither led nor driven
blindfolded to irretrievable destruction.'®

As relations between Britain and America worsened, this parallel
became more marked. In Novanglus, in 1774, Adams contrasted the
advancement of "the principles of Hobbs and Filmer" by the
author of a "Friendly Address to all reasonable Americans" with
what he called "revolution principles": "They are the principles of
Aristotle and Plato, of livy and Cicero, and Sydney, Harrington,
and Lock.—^The principles of nature and eternal reason.—^The
principles on which the whole government over us, now stands.""
And in Thoughts on Government he declared;
A man must be indifferent to the sneers of modern
Englishmen to mention in their company the names of
Sidney, Harrington, Locke, Milton, Nedham, Neville,
Burnet, and Hoadly. No small fortitude is necessary to
confess that one has read them. The wretched condition
of this country, however, for ten or fifteen years past, has
frequently reminded me of their principles and reason
ings.^
Adams appears not only to have read the works of these
seventeenth-century figures, their ancient and Renaissance prede
cessors and their eighteenth-century successors, but also to have
drawn key ideas from them. For example, his particular characteri
sation of liberty, and his somewhat ambiguous attitude towards the
British constitution, were typical of that tradition.^' Adams also
drew ideas from specific authors and works within the tradition. In
particular, Harrington appears to have held a central place in

"
"

1,127.
II, 230-31.
IV, 87. For earlier versions of the same passage, see pages 74 and 79.
"Liberty can no more exist without virtue and independence, than the body can live
and move without a soul." Ptfen, II, 245. On the concept of liberty within the English
republican tradidon see, Q. Skinner, Uherty Before Liberalism (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1998). For Adams's criddsms of the British consdtudon, see Peters, I,
164-70. Elsewhere Adams made clear that it was the republican aspects of the British
consdtudon that made it worthy ofrespect 1,292; II, 241-42and 278. In his later works,
pardcularly his D fence, Adams was much more wholehearted in his positive account of
the British consdtudon.
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Adams's thought.^ His copy of the 1747 edition of The Oceana and
Other Works, for example, is apparently covered with marginalia.^
Prior to 1776, Adams's use of Harrington was relatively
limited. Harrington appeared alongside his contemporaries as an
author whose works should be read, but his ideas were rarely
distinguished from theirs. The only exception was on the subject of
empire. In Novanglus, whilst seeking to refute the ideas of
Massachusettensis on the government of colonies, Adams quoted
Harrington on the methods of planting colonies in the ancient
world.^'* A little later he offered a second quotation from Harring
ton, this time on the colonies of the Indies, stressing Harrington's
prescience and the relevance of what he had to say for contempo
rary affairs:
Having mentioned the wisdom of the Romans in not
planting colonies out of Italy, and their reasons for it; I
cannot help recollecting an observation of Harrington,
Oceana, p. 44. "For the colonies in the Indies," says he,
"they are yet babes, that cannot live without suckling the
breasts of their mother cities; but such as I mistake, if
when they come of age, they do not wean themselves:
which causes me to wonder at princes that delight to be
exhausted that way." This was written 120 years ago: the
colonies are now nearer manhood than ever Harrington
foresaw they would arrive in such a period of time. Is it
not astonishing then, that any British minister should
ever have considered this subject so little as to believe it
possible for him to new moddel all our governments, to
tax us by an authority that never taxed us before, and

^ Adams was not the oiJy American revolutionary to be inspired by Harrington. Both
James Otis and Noab Webster drew heavily on bis works. For discussion of Harrington's
more general influence in seventeenth and eighteenth-century America, see T. W
Dwight, "Harrington and his influence upon American political institutions and political
xhoM^t^'PolitieatSdemQmrterlj/'XL (1887): 1—44 and H. F.RussellSmith,
His Oceana (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1914), 153-200. See also Pocock,
Machiavellian Moment,506-52. Nor,of course,was Harrington the only thinker on whom
Adams drew. For a highly convincing account of the influence of Machiavelli's works
and ideas on Adams, see C. Bradley Thompson, "John Adams's Machiavellian Moment,"
Reviea' of Politics LVII (1995): 389-417. Interestingly, Harrington's interpretation of
Machiavelli is similar to that which Thompson attributes to Adams.
" Ellis, Passionate Sage, 132.
" P156CTT, II, 311. See also Harrington, Ottawa, 16-17.
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subdue us to an implicit obedience to a legislature, that
millions of us sc^cely ever tho't any thing about?^'

While this demonstrates that Adams had a detailed knowledge of
Harrington's works by 1775, his real value only came into play in
the year that followed.
From May 1775 Adams was working to convince the Ameri
can people of the need for state constitutions.^® By the spring of the
following year a number of colonies were thinking seriously about
this issue. Owing to his enthusiasm for the idea, and his reputation
for constitutional knowledge, Adams was called on to advise
individual states on constitution building. In response to initial
requests by delegates from North Carolina, Adams drafted a letter
in which he set out his advice. Other delegates subsequently
requested copies and, having produced several versions of the
original letter, Adams eventually published it as a pamphlet entided
Thoughts on Government}^ Three years later, in the autumn of 1779,
Adams was elected to-the special convention established to draw up
a constitution for Massachusetts. On behalf of the drafting
committee he was invited to produce the first report. Though both
the committee and the convention subsequently altered his report,
the changes made were minor. Just like Thoughts on Government the
work proved hugely influential, providing a model not only for
other state constitutions, but also for the federal constitution of
1787.
The key principles set out in Thoughts on Government and The
Constitution of Massachusetts were developed in more detail in A.
Defence ofthe Constitutions ofGovernment ofthe UnitedStates of America?^
Written whilst Adams was living and working in London, the
Defencevns, designed as an intervention in a wider Franco-American
debate concerning the American Revolution and the systems of
government that had arisen from it.^' More specifically, it consti
tuted a response to Turgot's attack on the American state constitu
tions in his letter to Dr. Price of 22 March 1778. In that letter

" Pliers, II, 313.
^ Howe, Chanpng PoBtical Thought, 68.
" Papers, IV, 86-93. On the background to the work, see the Editorial Note, 65-73.
Since the editors of the Ptfers of John Adams have not yet reached the Dfence I have
used the version in The Works of John Adams,ed. C R Adams (Boston, 1851), IV, V, and
VI.
^ On the circumstances surrounding the composition of Adams's Defence see Haraszti,
John Adams,139-64.
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Turgot expressed his pleasure at the American actions, but he also
criticized the state constitutions for their similarity to the British
constitution, and he questioned the lack of centralization and the
extent of the separation of powers.^" Turgot was keen that his letter
should be kept secret, but after his death in 1781 it circulated
widely and in 1784 it was published in Price's Observations on the
Importance of the American Evolution, which appeared simultaneously
in London and Boston. Adams received a copy of the work from
Price himself, but it appears to have been Turgot s letter, rather
than Price's work, that excited Adams's interest.^^ Owing to the
presence of views such as Turgot's, not only in Europe but also in
America, Adams felt it necessary to produce a detailed response to
the letter. The first volume of the Defence was published in 1787,
with the second and third volumes appearing the following year. It
is in these three constitutional works. Thoughts on Government, The
Constitution of Massachusetts, and A Defence, that the influence of
Harrington's ideas on Adams's thought is most apparent.
Adams began Thoughts on Government by emphasizing the
importance of constitutions to the goodness and happiness of
society. Rejecting the conventional view, which he illustrated with
a quotation from Alexander Pope,Adams insisted that the form of
government is crucial since some are better suited to being well
administered than others. The form of government favoured by
Adams was a republic:
They [Sidney, Harrington, Locke, Milton, Nedham, Neville,
Burnet, and Hoadly] will convince any candid mind, that there
is no good government but what is Republican. That the only
valuable part of the British constitution is so; because the very
definition of a Republic is "an Empire of Laws, and not of
men." That, as a Republic is the best of governments, so that
particular arrangement of the powers of society, or in other
words that form of government, which is best contrived to
secure an impartial and exact execution of the laws, is the best
of Republics.'^

^ Repfinted in Works, IV, 279.
145.
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Adams took the definition of a republic as "an empire of laws, and
not of men" from Harrington.^^ Its importance to him can be
measured by the fact that this was neither the first nor the last time
that he quoted it in his works.^'^ But this was more than just an
elegant phrase taken from a learned writer. Adams shared with
Harrington a firm belief in constitution building and in the power
of laws and constitutions to control rulers and ruled alike.
As well as endorsing Harrington's general belief in "the rule of
laws and not of men," Adams also adopted some of the specific
constitutional mechanisms employed by Harrington.^^ Adams
insisted, for example, on the practice of annual elections, claiming:
"where annual elections end, there slavery begins."^^ He also
suggested the possibility of rotation of office:
A rotation of all offices, as well as of representatives and
counsellors, has many advocates, and is contended for :
with many plausible arguments. It would be attended, no
doubt, with many advantages; and if the society has a
sufficient number of suitable characters to supply the
great number of vacancies which would be made by such
a rotation, I can see no objection to it. These persons
may be allowed to serve for three years, and then to be
excluded three years, or for a longer or shorter term.^^

" Harrington, Oceana, 8-9. Harrington, for his part, was of course aware that Aristotle
and Livy had expressed similar sentiments.See Aristotle,VoUtics, III, 16 (1287a) and Livy,
History o/Rome, II, 1. On this phrase see L. H. Butterfield,"A Government of Laws and
Not of Men," HarvardMa^^ne 77.3 (1974): 19-20.
^ See Pliers, II, 314. The phrase appears repeatedly in Adams's Defence including in the
original passage from Harrington, which is quoted in fiill. Works, IV, 404. See also VI,
5,167-68,194.
Though theyare my focus here, constitutionalism and constitutional mechanisms were
not the only ideas Adams drew from Harrington. In a letter toJames Sullivan, written in
May 1776, Adams repeated and endorsed Harrington's belief that political power follows
landed power. Peters, IV, 210-11. He also returned to this idea in his Defence,see note 45
below.
" Papers, IV, 90. This phrase apparently also appeared in Obadiah Hulme's Historical
Essqj! onthe English Constitution (1771)—see A. Page,'"Liberty has anAsylum':John Jebb,
British Radicalismand the American Revolution," History87 (2002): 216. Adams was still
advocating frequent elections in the first volume of his D fence: Works, IV, 284.
" Papers, IV, 90. A couple of years earlier, in a letter toJames Warren, Adams had argued
in favour of adopting both annual elections and rotation in the selection of
representatives to the Continental Congress (towhich Adams himself had recently been
elected and which was to meet for the first time that September). His reason for doing
so was that he saw the Congress as "a School of Political Prophets" or "a Nursery of
American Statesmen": "I am for making of it annual, and for Sending an entire new set
every Year, that all the principalGenius's may go to the University in Rotation—^that We
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Even Adams's emphasis on the sepatation and balance of powers
can be seen to have its origins in Harrington's work. In the
constitution set out in
Harrington deliberately incorporated
elements of monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy, and insisted
that the division of powers was to be carefully organized with "the
senate debating and proposing, the people resolving, and the
magistracy executing."^® Adams's complex balance, which he
touched upon in Thoughts on Government and developed in his later
works, reflected the complexity (if not always the detail) of Harring
ton's system.
In Adams's report on The Massachusetts Constitution the
Harringtonian parallels are even more marked. It is said that in
preparation for joining the Massachusetts constitutional conven
tion, as representative for Braintree, Adams reread the Virginian
constitution of 1776, his own Thoughts on Government, and Harring
ton's Oceana?'^ The fruits of his reading are certainly evident in his
report. The very name chosen for the former Province of Massa
chusetts Bay, "The Commonwealth of Massachusetts," has a
distinctly Harringtonian ring to it. Moreover, a footnote to the
work in the Tc^ers of John Adams explains that the term "common
wealth" had been used in the Virginian constitution of 1776 and
suggests that Adams had urged other states to adopt the same term.
It is also claimed that one of the delegates to the Massachusetts
convention went so far as to suggest that Massachusetts rename
itself the "Commonwealth of Oceana.'"® Similarly, the preamble to
"The frame of government" set out its Harringtonian intentions:
"In the government of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the
legislative, executive, and judicial power shall be placed in separate
departments, to the end that it might be a government of laws, and

may have Politicians in Plenty." Pcfm, II, 99-100.James Warren did not share Adams's
enthusiasm for rotation in this case and his response perhaps helped to shape Adams's
more cautious statement in Thoughtson Government. "A Rotation I am very fond of in most
Cases, but in this at present should be for Confining it only to a new Election Annually.
A Scarcity of men fit to govern such mighty Interests Qashing in the present Contests
is a sufficient Objection to a further Limitation and that reason will likewise prevail to
alter your determination not to Engage in politicks on any Other System." II, 107-08.
Harrington, Oceana, 34.
"J. Pedixig, John Adams; A Life (New York: Hemy Holt, 1992, 1996), 214. On the
background to the drawingup of the Massachusetts state constitution seeE. P. Douglass,
Rebels and Democrats;The StruggleforEqualPoBticalRights andMyority Rule during theAmerican
Revolution (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,1955), 136-213 and O. and
M. Handlin, eds.. Popular Sources of Political Asethoritg;.Documents on the Massachusetts
(Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1966), 1-54.
VIII, 261-62 n. 6.
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not of men.'"*' Furthet parallels emerge in the constitutional detail.
In OceanaHarrington had been very precise as to the procedure for
electing deputies at each level of the political system. While
Adams's account is by no means identical, there are certain
similarities in both style and content'*^
In his Defence h<ix!ca& drew on a variety of texts, from which he
borrowed long quotations, in order to put the case for a system of
government in which checks and balances were used to restrain and
limit power. Among the authorities on which Adams drew were a
number of republican theorists—^includingPolybius and Machiavelli. However, his attitude was not always favorable. In particular, the
third volume was dominated by a detailed critique of Marchamont
Nedham's The Excelkncie of a Free State, a work that seemed to
Adams to prefigure the democratic ideas being advocated by
Turgot and his friends.*^ Harrington was treated much more
reverentially.'*^ Not only did he figure as one of the "Writers on
Government" who was quoted in Chapter Five, but he was also
referred to repeatedly throughout the work. He was invoked to
support a number of arguments, and most of his key ideas—^includ
ing the economic basis of political power and the need to separate
discussion of policy from decision making—were discussed in
detail."*' Indeed Adams even seemed to hint at the idea of his Defence
as an updated version of the work carried out by Harrington's
Council of Legislators.'*' Moreover, Adams not only quoted key
passages from Oceana, but also referred to other works by Harring
ton including Politicaster, The Prerogative of Popular Government, and the
Art of Lawgiving^
More significant, however, than these superficial similarities,
is the fact that Adams's underlying reason for emphasising the
importance of constitution building was the same as Harrington's.
As recent research has shown, Harrington owed as much to

Pi^m,yill,242.
Compare Harrington, Oceana, 78,83,90, and 121 with PMers, VIII, 244-45 and 248.
IPorks, VI, 3-216.
" mrks, VI, 120.
Works, IV, 428—33 (basis of political power);IV, 410-13,585 (separation of debate and
choose). Having quoted at length from Harrington Adams concluded: "Upon these
principles, and to establish a method of enacting laws that must of necessity be wise and
equal, the people of most of the United States of America agreed upon that division of
the legislative power into two houses, the house of representatives and the senate,which
have given so much disgust to M. Turgot" IV, 413.
Works, TV, 556.
" Works, IV, 403,432,434.
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Hobbes as he did to Machiavelli.''® His acceptance of Hobbes's
pessimistic view of human nature forced him to reject the view of
other seventeenth-century republicans that virtue was the key to
republican government. As Jonathan Scott has recently suggested:
Harrington shared the assumption of De la Court,and of
Hobbes, that all political behaviour was self-interested.
The faculty to be contended with was not reason but
passion. The "reason" of Oceana is constitutional, not
individual. Its purpose is not to harness civic virtue,
which is unlikely and unnecessary, but to govern the
passions.'*®
It was this moral philosophy that led Harrington to place emphasis
on constitutional mechanisms as a means by which people could be
led to behave virtuously while they simply continued to act in their
own self-interest.^"
As scholars have noted, Adams too held a pessimistic view of
human nature, though his ideas probably owed more to New
England Puritanism than to the writings of Hobbes.^^ He accepted
that the passions are the primary motivating force behind human
nature and he drewimportantlessons from this for politics.^^ Some
scholars have linked this moral position to Adams's later years and
to the changes in his thought evident in his Defence and Discourses on

^ Rahe, 'Republics, 409-25; A. Fukuda, Soverei^ty and the Sword: Harringon, Hobbes, and
Mixed Government in the En^sh Civil UTars (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997).
J. Scott, "Classical Republicanism in Seventeenth-Century England and the
Netherlands," in Van Gelderen and Skinner eds.. Republicanism, 1,74.
On contemporary debates surrounding self-interest and the role of the passions, see
A. O. Hirschman, The Passions and the Interests: PoEtical Arguments for Capitalism Before its
Triumph (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977), Part 1, and P. Force, Sef-Interest
Bfore Adam Smith: A Genealogy of Economic Science (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2003).
This is a central argument in Ellis, Passionate Sage. See also Howe, Changng Political
Thought, P. Shaw, The CharacterofJohn Adams (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1976); J. Diggins, The host Soul of American PoEdcs: Virtue, Sef-lnterest, and the
Foundations of Liberalism (New York: Basic Books, 1984); Rahe, Rj^ubEcs, especially
252-55; and A. Trees, "John Adams and the Problem of Virtue," Journal of the Early
RepubEe 21 (2001): 393-412. Diggins interpreted Adams's rejection of virtue as evidence
that the characterization of him as a classical republican propounded by Pocock and
others, was wrong. However, the fact that Harrington (a central figure in Pocock's
account) had a similar attitude towards virtue complicates the story. For a response to
Diggins, see B. Mttoff, "John Adams: Merit, Fame, and Political I^detsldp, Journal of
Pfl^rfCT48 (1986): 116-32.
^'^Papers,\,ll.
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Davila.^^ In particular,it has been suggested that at the beginning of
the American Revolution Adams was optimistic about the Ameri
can nation, believing it to be more virtuous and less corrupt than
those of Europe. While Adams certainly had high hopes for
America, some of his earliest works indicate that he never enter
tained a wholehearted belief in the power of virtue and that his
basic view of human nature was in place from the beginning:
[A]s we know that ignorance, vanity, excessive ambition
and venality, will, in spite of aU human precautions, creep
into government, and will ever be aspiring at extravagant
and unconstitutional emoluments to individuals, let us
never relax our attention, or our resolution, to keep these
unhappy imperfections in human nature, out of which
material, frail as it is, all our rulers must be compounded,
under a strict inspection and a just control.^'^
Adams's view of human nature had changed little when he
published his Defence twenty years later:
Though we allow benevolence and generous affections to
exist in the human breast, yet every moral theorist will
admit the selfish passions in the generality of men to be
the strongest. There are few who love the public better
than themselves, though all may have some affection for
the public...Self-interest, private avidity, ambition, and
avarice, will exist in every state of society, and under
every form of government.'^
Later in the work Adams explained that he rejected the views of
Socrates, Plato, Cicero, Seneca, Hutcheson, and Butler—^that
reason is supreme in man—explaining that if this were the case
there would be no need for government." It was essential, Adams
insisted, that these facts be taken into account by those charged

Howe, Chanffng Political Thought, J. Appleby, "The New Republican Synthesis and the
Changing Political Ideas ofjohn Adams,"
21 (1973): 578-95.
Papers, 1,81. Gordon Wood insisted that although Adams shared the exdteihent and
enthusiasm of his contemporaries in 1776, he already had more doubts and misgivings
than most of them. Wood, Creation, 569-71.
" Works, VI, 57.

''ironfer, VI,114-15.
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with drawing up constitutions." He rejected any system of govern
ment that depended on reason or virtue for its existence (as he
believed the proposals of both Nedham and Txirgot did).®® In a
letter to Samuel Adams dated October 18,1790 he declared: "All
projects of government, founded in the supposition or expectation
of extraordinary degrees of virtue are...chimerical."®'
While Adams's basic view of human nature did not change
dramatically between the 1760s and 1790s, his view of how to deal
with the problem did. In his earlier works, and even in the first
volume of his Drfence, he seems to have seen the greatest threat as
coming from those in power. He thus emphasized such measures
as frequent elections and a relatively wide franchise that would
allow the people to keep a close watch over, and to check the
actions of, their representatives and magistrates.®" However, by the
time he got to the third volume of the Drfence he had concluded
that the people were just as prone to corruption as those above
them:
It is very easy to flatter the democratical portion of society, by
m<»1fing such distinctions between them and the monarchical
and aristocratical; but flattery is as base an artifice, and as
pernicious a vice, when offered to the people, as when given
to the others. There is no reason to believe the one much
honester and wiser than the other; they are all of the same
clay; their minds and bodies are alike.®*
Consequently he emphasized the importance of a mixed and
balanced system of government, every part of which would check
every other.®^

" Works, IV, 286,381,398.406-10,444,462; V, 39-40,88.
^ Works,l\,m-\Q.
^ Quoted in Howe, ChanffngPoBticalThought, 164. In making this comment Adams was
explicitly agreeing with Hume's suggestion that it is safest in politics to assume that all
men are knaves. See Rahe, PtpubUcs,1057 n. 63. In his 'D^maK63SDS expressed a similar
view, albeit with an interesting religious twist "To expect self-denial from men, when
they have a majority in their favor, and consequently power to gratify themselves, is to
disbelieve all history and universalexperience; it is to disbelieve Revelationand the Word
of God, which informs us, the heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately
wicked." rorAr, VI, 61.
See, for example, Works, IV, 284—85.
" Works, VI, 10. By the third volume Adams was also rejecting outright the practice of
rotation of office. VI, 52.
" See, for example. Works, VI, 57. Adams also sought to make use of the passions, and
in particular the "passion for distinction," in order to make the republic stable and
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Within this system Adams placed particular emphasis on the
role to be played by a "natural aristocracy" and on its place within
a bicameral system of government. Once again this idea came
originally from Harrington. In Oceana it was suggested that within
a commonwealth there would always be a proportion of the
population (about a third) that would be "wiser, or at least less
foolish, than all the rest."^^ Harrington insisted that members of
this group were to form the senate, and representatives of the rest
of the popvilation would make up the popular assembly. Given the
different tasks that were allocated to these two bodies (the senate
debating and proposing legislation and the popular assembly voting
on those proposals by means of a simple yes-no vote) Harrington
claimed to have found a way to rnake the most of the talents of the
natural aristocracy while not giving it too much power. There is
some evidence of Adams's belief in a natural aristocracy in his
earlier works and he was always a defender of bicameralism,'^'' but
it was in the Defence that his Noughts were most fully developed
along strongly Harringtonian lines:
If there is, then, in society such a natural aristocracy as
these great writers [Harrington, Swift, and Bolingbroke]
pretend, and as all history and experience demonstrate,
formed partly by genius, pardy by birth, and pardy by
riches, how shall the legislator avail himself of their
influence for the equal benefit of the public? And how,
on the other hand, shall he prevent them from disturbing
the public happiness? I answer, by arranging them all, or
at least the most conspicuous of them, together in one
assembly, by the name of a senate; by separating them
from all pretensions to the executive power, and by
controlling in the legislative their ambition and avarice, by
an assembly of representatives on one side, and by the
executive authority on the other. Thus you will have the
benefit of their wisdom, without fear of their passions.®^
durable. This approach was most evident in his Defence and Discourses on Davila. See
Diggins, Lost Souland Miroff, "John Adams."
" Harrington, Oceana, 23.
VIII, 248 and IV, 88.
" Works, IV, 414. On the similarities between Adams's belief in a natural aristocracy and
the position of some anti-Federalists, see P. D. EUenbogen, "Another Explanation for
the Senate: The Anti-Federalists, John Adams, and the Natural Aristocracy," Polity 29
(1996):247-71. Another measure advocated by Adams at around the same time, which
complemented the idea of a natural aristocracy, was the bestowing of titles on those
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Despite Adams's shift of perspective in his later works, it is
important to recognize that he consistendy saw constitution
building as the key to the problem:
Mankind have been stiU more injured by insinuations,
that a certain celestial virtue, more than human, has been
necessary to preserve liberty... .The best republics will be
virtuous, and have been so; but we may hazard a conjec
ture, that the virtues have been the effect of the well
ordered constitution, rather than the cause.®®

^ Jean-Jacques Rutledge ^
Though he was born in Dunkirk on 5 August 1742 and continued
to live in France for most of his life, Jean-Jacques Rutledge was a
cosmopolitan figure.®^ His paternal relatives were Irish and he
claimed to have been bilingud from an early age. His father, Walter,
had been awarded the title of baronet in 1745, for having provided
a boat for the Jacobite pretender Charles Edward Stuart, and JeanJacques himself used the title "Chevalier" up until the Revolution.
In addition the latter fought in a Franco-Irish cavalry regirnent
during the Seven Years War. Yet Rutledge was a committed
Anglophile: he translated English texts, such as Oliver Goldsmith's
Deserted Village-, he maintained a lifelong obsession with the compar
isons and relations between the English and French nations; and he
wrote a number of works in which he urged the French to learn
from English models and experiences. Rutiedge's interest in the
works of Harrington can be seen as another manifestation of his
anglophilia, but its importance within his thought should not be

holding positions of power at a national level. Adams believed that titles would appeal
to the ambition of great men, thereby persuading them to serve in the national
government. See J. H. Hutson, '^ohn Adams'Title Campaign,"NewEn^landQiiartetfji 41
(1968): 30-39.
" Works, VI, 219.
" For details of Rutiedge's life and works, see: R. Las Vergnas, ChtvaUer Ks/tlidge
"Gtniilhomme Anglds," 1742-1794 (Paris, 1932); J. G. Alger, "Rutledge, James or John
James," DicHonarj of National Biogn^fy, ed. L. Stephen and S. Lee (London: Oxford
Utiiversity Press, 1908-1909, reprint of 1895-1900 edition) L, 518-19; P. Peyronnet, 'J.
J. Rutlidge," Rome dUistoire du Thedtre IV (1992): 330-59; P. Peyronnet, "Rudidge," in J.
Sgard, ed., Dictionnasre des JoumaSstes, 1600-1789 (Oxford: The Voltaire Foundation,
1999), II, 891-93;J. J. Rutlidge, hes Comidims ou It Fgw, he Bureau d'Esprit, Le Train de
Paris ou Its Bourgeois du Temps, ed. P. Peyronnet (Paris: Honore Champion, 1999), 9-24.
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underestimated. He maintained thatinterest from the mid-1780s up
to his death in 1794 and repeatedly returned to Harrington's works
during that period, endlessly stressing their relevance to the
French.^
Rutledge discussed Harrington's ideas in detail in two prerevolutionary and two revolutionary works. His first published
reference to Harrington appeared in a review of Mably's Observations
surles Constitutions desEtats-Unis de I'Atnerique,which featured in the
issue of Rutledge's newspaper Calypso, ou lesBabillards for March 7,
1785.® Ironically, Mably's work had been inspired by none other
than John Adams.™ A month after his review of Mably's Observa
tions had appeared, Rudedge returned to the topic of Harrington
and his works. Referring back to his review of Mably, he said:
The correspondent who wrote to one of the associates of
Calypso to ask that he take the trouble of procuring for
him a copy of the work of the celebrated Harrington,
cited...in one of our earlier issues, probably had not
expected that the copies of decent editions of Harrington
[are] very rare in England itself [and] still more so in
Paris.
It will be much easier for us to give him the clarification,
that he has done us the honour of demanding, on the

" Harrington's works were not translated into French until 1795 when two editions
appeared simultaneously. Nonetheless, his works were not unknown in France prior to
that point. Reviews of them had appeared in several francophone journals produced by
Huguenots in Holland and there was an article on him in the Engclopidie under the
heading "Rutland"—the county in which he had lived. Moreover, there has been much
speculation as to Harrington's influence on one key revolutionary figure, Sieyes. On the
influence of Harrington's ideas in eighteenth-century France, see Russell Smith,
Harrington and his Oceana, 201-15 and S. B. Liljegren, A French Drcfi Constitution of1792:
Modelled onJames Harrin^n's Oceana (Lund,1932), 3-301. On Sieyes's use of Harrington,
see alsoJ. H. Clapham, TheAbblSi^ls (Westminster: P.S. King, 1912); D.Trevor, "Some
Sources of the Constitutional Theory of the Abbe Sieyes: Harrington and Spinoza,"
PoStica (1935): 325-42; and M. Forsyth, Reason and Revolution: The Political Thought of the
Abbi Si^ls (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1987).
" J. J. Rutledge, Calgpso, ou Us Rabillards (Paris, 1784-85) III, 217-25. Calgpso, ou Us
BabiUards was presented as a continuation of the newspaper Le Babillard which Rutledge
had produced during the late 1770s, and like the earlier incarnation it was modeled on
the English journal after which it was named (Le Babillard—The Tatler) and other
similar journals produced by Joseph Addison and Richard Steele in the early eighteenth
century.
™ On the connections between Adams and Mably, see Works,V, 491-96; Haraszti,/<iA»
Adams, 116-38; and Wright, CUissiealRepublican, 163-87.
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wotks and the person of a mortal whose genius has very
probably brought in a new epoch in the annals of the
spirit of man. I will teach him all that I know.^'
He then went on to devote two entire issues of the newspaper to
an account of Harrington, his life and works, which was based
heavily on Toland's introduction.^^ A year later Rudedge returned
to Harrington in his ^.hge de Montesquieu, which was written as a
somewhat belated response to an essay competition organized by
the Academy of Bordeaux.^^ Defending a point he had initially
made in his review of Mably, Rudedge drew a parallel between the
ideas of Harrington and those of Montesquieu. He even suggested,
despite Montesquieu's rather scathing treatment of Harrington in
The Spirit of the llam^^ that he was one of the key sources on which
Montesquieu drew.^'
With the outbreak of revolution in 1789, Rudedge became
even more engaged with political issues, defending the bakers of
Paris in a dispute in 1789—90 and joining the radical Cordeliers
Club. In his revolutionary newspaper CreusetRudedge discussed
a number of Harringtonian ideas, including the economic founda
tions of political power, the separation of discussion of policy from
decision-making, and the constitutional mechanisms derived from
the Venetian constitution. In addition he inserted into his work
long extracts from Harrington's A. System ofTolitics?^ Though there
can be no doubt as to where Rudedge got theseideas from, his only
explicit reference to Harrington occurred in a later issue in which
he was listed alongside Lycurgus and Solon.^' Following the
aboKtion of the monarchy in August 1792, and the establishment
of the first French republic a month later, several works that were
clearly inspired by Harrington's ideas were presented to the
Convention by Rutledge's close friend Theodore Le Sueur. These
works were almost certainly by Rudedge himself, and constituted

Rudedge, Cafypso III, 313. The translations throughout are my own.
" Rudedge, Calypso III, 313-59.
"J.J. Rudedge, Eloge de MonUsquieu (Paris, 1786).
Montesquieu, The Spirit ofthe Eaws, ed. A. Cohler, B. Miller, and H. Stone (Cambridge.
Cambridge University Press, 1989), 166 and 618.
" Rudedge, P,loge de Montesquieu, 18.
™ J. J. Rudedge, Ee Creuset, Ouvrage Politique et Critique (Paris: Imprimerie du Creuset,
1791), I, 11-14 (economic foundations of polirici power); I, 25-28 (separation of
discussion of policy from decision-making);1,416—22,441—55,465—72 (Venice);extracts
from yd System of Politicsisppsit in 1,82—87,88—93,94—96,105—12,112—20, and 281—99.
" Rudedge, Le Creuset II, 13.
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his final and most dramatic attempt to apply Harrington's ideas in
a French context.^®
In some respects Rudedge's interpretation and use of the
works of the Englishman mirrors that of Adams. Like him,
Rudedge places particular emphasis on Harrington's constitutional
ism. Describing Harrington's tour of Europe, Rudedge declared:
It would appear that it was from this time, and on this
occasion, that James Harrington began to think deeply about
the institutions and the art of legislators—about the funda
mental principles and the necessary effects of diverse
constitutions—the constant object of aU his studies during the
course of his laborious life.^'
Moreover, he sought to apply Harrington's constitutionalism to
France. In Cremet he followed Harrington by arguing in favour
of using a single legislator to draw up a constitution.®" That
argument was developed further, and embellished with extracts
drawn from Harrington's A System of Politics, in QueIques Pensees sur
lUnite' duUgislateur, one of the works submitted to the Convention
in the autumn of 1792—at precisely the time when that body was
seeking to draw up a new republican constitution for France. Most
significandy, Rudedge produced his own constitution—Idees sur
llB.spece de Gouvernement Populaire qui pourrait Convenir a un Pay de
fEtendue et de la Population Piisumee de la Prance—that was modelled
on Oceana.
There is also some evidence to suggest that Rudedge favoured
constitutionalism—and especially particular constitutional
mechanisms—because, like Harrington and Adams, he too held a
pessimistic view of human nature. He certainly appears to have
agreed with Harrington on the role of the passions. In a long
discussion of the relationship between reason and passion in he
Creusethc declared: "The passions of man are the motivating force
™ Idies sur I'Especede Gouvemtment Populmrt quiPourrait Comuttiri un Pay de I'P.Undue etdela
PtspulaHon Prisumli de la France (Paris, 1792); Essai d'une Diclaration des Droits de fHomme et
du Citayen et Queiques Pensees sur lUtdti du U^lateur (Paris, 1792). I have argued for
Rudedge's authorship of these works in Hammersley, French PevoluUonaries and English
Republicans, ch. 4. The most accessible versionof Idiessur lEspice deGouvemementPapulmre
appears in IheArchivesParlementaires, 1787-1860,ed. M. Madival and E. Laurent,1" series
(Paris, 1879-1914), 62, 548-61.
" Rudedge,
III, 316.
Rudedge, Le Creuset1,37-41.
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behind all his actions."®' Moreover, he drew direcdy from Harring
ton the idea that it took good laws to make good men.®^ Finally
Rutledge, like Harrington, placed emphasis on the Venetian
constitution as a means of solving the problem:
But the only certain means of preventing among men the
crimes and the faults that are the result of a partiality
arising from their passions is to bring into political
institutions the combination of relations, such that there
is always a veritable lack of moral and material power.
It is Venice where this secret exists; and where it is daily
put mto practice.83
Despite the similarities between Rutledge's use of Harrington
and that of Adams, there was one aspect of Rutledge's interpreta
tion of Harrington that had not been emphasized by the American.
In direct contrast to Adams's (and indeed Harrington's own)
emphasis on a natural aristocracy, Rutledge repeatedly drew on his
ideas in order to argue for the possibility, and indeed the advan
tages, of democratic government.®'' This emphasis is evident from
Rutledge's very first reference to Harrington in his review of Mably.
Rutledge sought to explain why Mably's work had received such a
negative response in America. His explanation was based on
Mably's scepticism concerning the practicability of democratic
government:
A declared enemy of despotism, M. Mably appears no
. less afraid of the inevitable effects and the abuses neces
sarily following from absolute and purely democratic
forms. And without fail, the purest democracy is the
radical system of government that has been adopted by
all the states that today compose the American confeder
ation.®®
Rudedge, Le Cnuset I, 66.
Rudedge, Le Creuset 1,109. Harrington, Oceana, 274.
Rudedge, Le Creuset1,442-43.
Instinctively one might expect advocates of democracy to hold an optimistic view of
human nature. However, this is not necessarily the case. A belief that all human beings
tend to act according to their own interests could lead one to conclude that all should
participate in politics in order that the interests of the privileged few are not allowed to
determine aU decisions.
Rudedge, Catfpso 111, 218.
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Mably's views on democracy would be tempered, Rudedge insisted,
if he read the works of Harrington:
M. Mably is well placed to feel strongly, and to recognise,
that the genius of the unfortunate Harrington was solidly
founded with an intrepid hand, and offers the base on
which all Philosophical Legislators, from whatever
government, can solidly set down and raise the Edifice of
the most equal and the most durable democratic constitu
tion.®'^
In the issues of the newspaper devoted to Harrington, Rutiedge
again drew this connection. In describing Harrington's fascination
with the republic of Venice he empha.si2ed its democratic nature:
During the voyage of our Englishman in Italy, he pre
ferred his stay in Venice to all others, so much so that he
did not cease afterwards to give preference to the original
and purely democratic constitution of this republic over
all those of the universe.®'
This rather unconventional view of the Venetian constitution was
reinforced in Rutiedge's detailed discussion of it in Creuset,which
was headed "Of Venice and its truly democratic forms."®®
In presenting the works of Harrington and the Venetian
constitution as embodyingdemocracy Rutiedge was reinforcing his
own ideas. He shared with other members of the Cordeliers Club
a belief in a democratic form of republicanism—one that empha
sized the right of all citizens to participate in both the political and
military functions of the state.®' Members of the Club led the
campaign against the National Assembly's distinction between
active and passive citizens, and Rutiedge was particularly vocal in
opposing the decision to exclude the latter from the National
Guard."' As well as championing the right of all citizens to take on
^ Rutiedge, Ca^pso III, 220-21.
" Rutiedge, Cahfpso III, 319.
Rutiedge, L« Creuset I, 416. Rutlege was borrowing Harrington's interpretation.
Harrington had described the constitution of Venice as "the most democratical or
popular of all others," though he recogniaed that it was not so in practice by the tnidseventeenth century. Harrington, Oceana, 7.
"On the democratic republicanismof membersof theCordeliers Club see Hammersley,
French Revolutionaries and English 'Republicans, especially ch. 1.
Rutiedge, Le Creuset II, 41ff.
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a military role, the Cordeliers also insisted upon, and sought to
expand, popular involvement in the political process. Both
individual members, and the Club as a whole, advocated such
measures as binding mandates, short terms of office, and the
ratification of laws by the citizens gathered in their local assemblies.
Moreover, several Club members drew on the writings of
seventeenth-century English republicans on this issue. In LeCreuset
Rutledge adopted Harrington's practice of rotation of office as one
means by which popular participation in the political process could
be maximized. Embellishing a passage from Harrington's A System
of Politics he explained:
XIX. The exercise of supreme executive power, residing
in the body of the nation, has often, at first glance,
appeared impractical. This is what made Montesquieu,
and many oAer before him, believe democratic forms
and institutions to be irreconcilable with a large popula
tion and a vast area.
One can easily admit with these writers, that if the
supreme deliberative power belongs only to a part of a
large people, the rest cease in effect to be free; and
consequently the government will not truly be demo
cratic.
XX. In truth, it is not possible for an immense army to
charge at the enemy at once; but it is easy to imagine that
this immense army can be organized in such a way that
each of its divisions, that each of its soldiers, present
themselves in turn—whether to attack or to defend.
Similarly, though it is impractical for the whole of a large
people, living in a large area, to take part in the exercise
of supreme deliberative power all at once, it is however
very possible to make all their divisions and each of the
individuals participate, by equal and regular turns, and to
establish an order of rotation such that general and
common legislation can never be enacted unless it has
been consecrated by the people as a whole.'*

" Rutledge, Lt Creuset 293-94; Harrington, Oceana, 279-80.
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In his Harringtonian constitution Rutledge again adopted the
idea of rotation of office.'^ However, this constitution stretched
weU beyond Rutledge's earlier works in two important respects.
First, it offered a more systematic adoption of Harrington's ideas.'^
Second, in that work Rutledge far outdid Harrington in his
attempts to maximise the participation of citixens, and in particular
poorer citizens, within the political process. He did so in various
ways.®'' First, he expanded the use of lot within the political system.
Harrington had only used lot to select the committees that were to
nominate and consider candidates for office. Rutledge was much
more explicit about his use of lot and employed it not only to
designate the electors who would nominate candidates for various
offices, but also to select the deputies at the lowest level—that of
the district:
Art. 3. Assembled in this manner, the thousand citizens
of the order of virility, making up a local district, select,
from among themselves, ly mans of lot not election, one
citii(en in ten?'^
Second, Rutledge ensured that these local deputies would play
a much greater role in the political process than had been the case
in Harrington's system. He did so by extending one of Harrington's
constitutional mechanisms in order to incorporate the practice of
popular ratification of the laws, long favoured by the Cordeliers
Club.®'^ In Oceana Harrington had used the story of two girls
dividing a cake to illustrate the importance of separating discussion
of policy from decision-making. Putting this idea into practice, he
insisted that only the senate should have the right to discuss
legislation and that having done so they should put proposals to the
popular assembly which would accept or reject those proposals on

'i' ArchivesVarkmentaires LXII, 552.
The close resemblanceof this model constitution to Harrington's Oceatiawas originally
noted in Liljegren, French Drc0 Constitution, 80-101.
'•* SeeHammersley, FrenchVjsvolutionaries andFngtish Fepubticans,ch. 4, for a more extensive
treatment of this point
" Archives Parlementaires LXII, 550-51. For a detailed discussion of the use of lot in
political systems, see B. Manin, The Principks of Representative Government (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1997), 42-93.
" The most detailed Cordelier call for the popular ratification of laws is to be found in
a pamphlet written by Rene Girardin, Discours sur laNlcessiti de la Ratification de la Lai, par
la Volonte Ginerak (Paris: Imprimerie duCreuset, [1791]), which was published alongwith
an endorsement by the Club.
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the basis of a simple yes-no vote. In Idees sur I'Espece de Gouvernement
Fopulaire the same idea was introduced, but here debate was to be
carried out by the National Legislative Council and its proposals
presented to the local deputies, gathered in their primary assem
blies, for ratification or rejection.'^ These assemblies would also be
responsible for confirming the election of officers, at both a local
and national level.
Finally, Rutledge increased the political involvement and
power of poorer citizens at the expense of the wealthy. Rutledge
followed Harrington in dividing the population on the basis of
wealth. However, where Harrington had used this division to
ensure that the wealthier citizens would completely control the
senate as well as forming a substantial minority within the popular
assembly, Rutledge reversed the bias. He organized his constitution
so that the poorer citizens constituted a three-fourths majority
within the National Legislative Council and completely controlled
the National Executive Council. Moreover, the way in which the
national bodies were organized was itself significant. In contrast to
Harrington (and Adams), Rutledge adopted a unicameral rather
than a bicameral legislature. This meant that in Rutledge's system
there was nowhere for a natural aristocracy to reside. Owing to
these various modifications Idees sur I'Espece deGouvernement Populaire
can be seen to constitute a democratisation of Harrington's Oceana.
Harrington was one of a number of English republican
thinkers whose works were read and made use of by revolutionaries
in both America and France. The focus here has been on the uses
made of his works by Adams and Rutledge. For both of them
Harrington's particular appeal owed something to his acceptance
of Hobbes's pessimistic view of human nature and his attempt to
devise a system of government that could take this on hoard and
still prove workable and durable. Despite this, these two revolution
ary writers produced very different views about the exact form this
system of government should take. Adams's natural inclination,
heightened by events in both America and Europe, led him to
favour the more aristocratic elements of Harrington's thought. By
contrast, as a member of the radical Cordeliers Club, Rutledge was
more attracted to the democratic elements—to what he saw as the
unrealized democratic potential—of Harringtonianism.

" Archim Parlmentmres LXII, 553.
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^ Coda ^

In 1792 a French translation of Adams's
appeared under the
title Defence des Constitutions Ammcaines, ou de la Necessite d'une Balance
dans les Poumirs d'un Gouvernement Ubre?^ As Andrew Jainchill has
recendy shown, Adams's text was quoted by Boissy d'Anglas in his
speech to the National Convention on 5 Messidor Year III (23June
1795).®' On behalf of the Commission of Eleven, Boissy d'Anglas
presented their new draft constitution to the Convention. Referring
to Adams's text, he placed emphasis on the importance of a proper
balance of powers and defended the decision to separate the
discussion and proposal of laws (to be carried out by the Council
of Five Hundred) from their approval (the responsibility of the
Council of Elders).^°° As Jainchill notes, Adams had derived both
of these ideas from Harrington.
Ironically, Harrington's name has also been associated with the
main opposition voice in this debate. Sieyes had been a member of
the original Commission of Seven, appointed to revise the Consti
tution of 1793. However, he had ^stanced himself from the
drafting of a new constitution and had rejected several requests to
join the Commission of Eleven. In a speech to the Convention on
2 Thermidor Year III (20 July 1795), and in an article that appeared
in Ije Moniteur on 26 and 27 Thermidor, Sieyes set out his opposi
tion to the draft constitution.^"' He was opposed to its emphasis
on the balance of powers on the grounds that such a system would
render the government impotent. As an alternative he set out his
proposal for a jurie constitutionnaire, a body of 108 members that
would act as the guarantor of the Declaration of Rights and the

" Jefferson had proposed the idea of a French translation some time before, having
received a copy of the first volume from Adams. On the circumstances surrounding this
proposal—and its ultimate failure—seeJ. Appleby,"The Jefferson-Adams Rupture and
thePirst French Translation ofjohn Adams'(1968):
1084—91; for a different interpretation, see A. Scherr, "John Adams and Thomas
Jefferson's Constitutionalism in the 1780s; A Reappraisal," Mid-Ammca: An Historical
Rjww 83 (2001): 215-82.
"Jainchill, "Constitution," 403 and 411-17. Ironically, Boissy d'Anglas called the author
of the work he was quoting Samuel rather than John.
Interestingly, the way in which this practice was to be implemented in the French
cons timtion involved animportant inversion of Harrington'soriginal proposal.In Oceana
it was the upper house that would debate and propose legisladon and the lower house
that would accept or reject the proposal. In the constitution proposed by the
Conunission of Eleven, these roles were reversed.
"" Moniteur Unicersel25,442—45 and 449-52.
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Constitution. It has long been suggested that Sieyes's jurie
constitutionnairev}2& closely modeled on ideas taken from Oceana}°^
Moreover, the story is further complicated by the fact that the
French revolutionaries of the mid-1790s rejected the key
Harringtonian principle on which both Adams and Rutledge had
agreed. In contrast to them, the Thermidorians drew on the
conventional classical republican idea of the importance of civic
virtue. As JainchiU demonstrates, they placed particular emphasis
on the need for a virtuous legislator, but they also proposed a
system of public instruction and national festivals in order to secure
republican virtue among the citizen body.^"^ While they moved
away from the Jacobin notion of virtue as innate, and toward a view
of it as something that could be learned, they were still far more
optimistic about the possibility of a virtuous citizenry than either
Adams or Rutledge—or indeed Harrington himself—had been.

See Trevor, "Sources," 450-69 and Liljegren, French Draft ConstituHen, 58-62.
"" Though the dividingline is undoubtedly blurred, there does seem to be an important
difference between those who favoured the implementation of laws and the use of
constitutional mechanisms that would make people behave asifthy were virtuous,and those
who insisted that education could be used to teach people to be virtuous. In general, those
in the latter campat least believed in the human potential for virtue, whereas those in the
former tended to be much more pessimistic about human nature.

